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Abstract

Background: Current consensus is to combine a functional measure with muscle quantity to assess/confirm sarcopenia. However, the proper 
body size adjustment for muscle quantity is debated and sarcopenia in obesity is not well described. Further, functional measures are not 
muscle-specific or sensitive to etiology, and can be confounded by, for example, fitness/pain. For effective detection/treatment/follow-up, 
muscle-specific biomarkers linked to function are needed.
Methods: Nine thousand six hundred and fifteen participants were included and current sarcopenia thresholds (EWGSOP2: DXA, hand grip 
strength) applied to investigate prevalence. Fat-tissue free muscle volume (FFMV) and muscle fat infiltration (MFI) were quantified through 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and sex-and-body mass index (BMI)-matched virtual control groups (VCGs) were used to extract each 
participant’s FFMV/height2 z-score (FFMVVCG). The value of combining FFMVVCG and MFI was investigated through hospital nights, hand grip 
strength, stair climbing, walking pace, and falls.
Results: Current thresholds showed decreased sarcopenia prevalence with increased BMI (underweight 8.5%/normal weight 4.3%/overweight 
1.1%/obesity 0.1%). Contrary, the prevalence of low function increased with increasing BMI. Previously proposed body size adjustments 
(division by height2/weight/BMI) introduced body size correlations of larger/similar magnitude than before. VCG adjustment achieved 
normalization and strengthened associations with hospitalization/function. Hospital nights, low hand grip strength, slow walking pace, and 
no stair climbing were positively associated with MFI (p < .05) and negatively associated with FFMVVCG (p < .01). Only MFI was associated 
with falls (p < .01). FFMVVCG and MFI combined resulted in highest diagnostic performance detecting low function.
Conclusions: VCG-adjusted FFMV enables proper sarcopenia assessment across BMI classes and strengthened the link to function. MFI and 
FFMV combined provides a more complete, muscle-specific description linked to function enabling objective sarcopenia detection.
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Sarcopenia, a condition characterized by progressive loss of muscle 
mass and function in the aging population, is associated to adverse out-
comes in several different disease areas (1,2). The current consensus is to 
use a combination of a functional measure and muscle quantity/quality 
to assess/confirm the presence sarcopenia (3,4). A function–mass com-
bination is needed to increase the specificity in diagnosis: Low muscle 
quantity might not imply sarcopenia-related problems but can simply 
be attributed to small body size. Likewise, low muscle or physical func-
tion might not imply sarcopenia-related problems but could, for ex-
ample, be attributed to a stroke, neurological disorders, or arthritis.

To identify low muscle mass, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry 
(DXA) is most commonly used for the estimation of appendicular 
lean mass (ALM) (3). Challenges with DXA are, for example, that 
different DXA brands do not give consistent results, hindering ac-
curate comparison between different patient groups and popu-
lations; and that muscle mass measures can be affected by body 
thickness and hydration status, thus lowering both accuracy and re-
producibility and complicating longitudinal assessment (5,6).

To identify low muscle or physical function, several measures, 
including hand grip strength, chair stand, gait speed, 400-m walk 
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test, timed up and go test, and short physical performance battery 
are commonly applied (3). Challenges with these measurements, in 
addition to not being muscle-specific (not directly measured in the 
muscle) or sensitive to etiology, are that confounding factors such 
as fitness level, depression, or pain complicates longitudinal assess-
ment by making potential muscle-related functional decline difficult 
to single out. Further, patients in later stages of disease might eventu-
ally be unable to perform these tests, completely hindering continued 
tracking of their functional decay.

Further challenges in detecting and understanding sarcopenia and 
its consequences relates to the wide variation in normal physiology 
within the general population. Low muscle quantity can be found 
in individuals with small body size without signs of low function 
or functional decline and the growing obesity epidemic complicates 
early diagnosis. For patients with obesity, loss of muscle, and fat 
mass caused by wasting can be misinterpreted as successful weight 
loss in those striving to lose weight. In addition, the fundamental 
correlation between body size and muscle quantity further compli-
cates detection of sarcopenia in patients with overweight/obesity. 
The correlation between muscle quantity and body size has led to 
suggestions of body size adjustments for ALM, namely through div-
ision by height2, weight, or body mass index (BMI) (4,7). However, 
the recently updated European consensus report (EWGSOP2) and 
the FNIH sarcopenia project points to different body size adjust-
ments providing thresholds for ALM, ALM/height2, and ALM/BMI 
without consensus of the proper body size adjustment (3,4).

Simultaneous assessment of muscle quantity and fat infiltration 
provides a more complete, muscle-specific, description of the muscle 
that could open up the possibility for objective sarcopenia assess-
ment. Muscle quantity has been extensively used within the field of 
sarcopenia and muscle fat is a well-established biomarker within 
muscular dystrophies (8) that has previously been used as a quanti-
tative measure of muscle quality (9,10). Magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) is considered as a reference method for noninvasive assess-
ment of muscle and fat quantity (5). Today, a standardized 6-minute 
MRI examination can enable simultaneous assessment of muscle vol-
umes and muscle fat infiltration (MFI) as well as traditional body 
composition (total lean tissue and total adipose tissue), and a detailed 
characterization of body fat distribution and ectopic fat accumula-
tion (visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue and liver fat) (11).

For effective detection, treatment and follow-up of sarcopenia-
related problems, muscle-specific biomarkers linked to functional 
performance are needed. The aim of this study was to utilize the 
MRI-acquired data from the first 10,019 participants in the UK 
Biobank imaging study to provide basis for individualized, BMI in-
variant, sarcopenia thresholds identifying unexpectedly low muscle 
volumes, and investigate the additional value of MFI for sarcopenia 
assessment.

Methods

Data Acquisition
The first 10,019 UK Biobank participants from the imaging study 
were included. UK Biobank is a long-term biobank study following 
the health and well-being of 500,000 volunteer participants enrolled 
at ages from 40 to 69 beginning 2006. The imaging study aims to 
conduct detailed imaging of over 100,000 by inviting all participants 
out of those originally participating in the study living within rea-
sonable travelling distance to one of the three imaging assessment 
centers in Reading, Stockport, and Newcastle (12).

This research was conducted using the UK Biobank resource, 
project ID 6569. The study was approved by the North West 
Multicenter Research Ethics Committee, UK. Written informed con-
sent was obtained prior to study entry.

Measurements available through the UK Biobank resource
Height was recorded using a Seca stadiometer (Seca, Hamburg, 
Germany), weight with a Tanita BC418ma (Tanita Europe, NL), 
and hand grip strength using a Jamar J00105 hydraulic hand 
dynamometer (Lafayette Instrument, USA) (protocol is given in 
Supplementary Material). Handedness, usual walking pace, fre-
quency of stair climbing, and number of falls last year were acquired 
through touchscreen questionnaires. Number of hospital nights was 
extracted from the Health Episode Statistics (HES) data obtained 
through linking to National Health Services (NHS) records (down-
loaded November 2016, available from 1995 to 2015). Whole-body 
DXA was performed using a GE-Lunar iDXA (Madison, WI). ALM 
was calculated by summarizing lean mass for arms and legs (quanti-
fied through DXA, UK Biobank Field IDs 23275, 23258).

Outcomes investigated in this study were:

 • Hand grip strength, comparing participants below and above 
16/27  kg (females/males). The hand grip strength was that of 
the hand reported as dominant. If no information of handedness 
was present (N = 1) or a participant reported using both hands 
(N = 167), the mean of the right and left hand was used.

 • Usual walking pace, comparing participants self-reporting “Slow 
pace” to those reporting “Steady average pace” or “Brisk pace.”

 • Frequency of stair climbing, comparing participants self-
reporting climbing 0 flights of stairs/day (approximately 10 
steps) to those reporting climbing 1 or more flights of stairs/day 
the last 4 weeks.

 • Falls, comparing participants self-reporting more than one fall 
the last year to those reporting only one fall or no falls.

 • Health care burden, defined as number of hospitalization nights 
within 10 years prior to scanning, excluding pregnancy-related 
nights (ICD10-codes under O and P) and truncated at 30 nights.

Supplementary Material presents specifics of data acquisition for 
outcomes related to functional performance.

Body composition profiling using MRI
MRI-based body composition analysis, resulting in the quantifica-
tion of fat and muscle volumes by application of a 6-minute dual-
echo Dixon Vibe protocol and advanced image analysis (11,13–17), 
was performed using AMRA Researcher (AMRA Medical AB, 
Linköping, Sweden). Specifically, fat-tissue free muscle volume 
(FFMV) in the thighs, MFI in the anterior thighs, and visceral and 
abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue were quantified.

FFMV was defined as the sum of all voxels with fat fraction < 
50% (what one may call “viable muscle tissue”). This is to be dif-
ferentiated from lean muscle volume (sometimes called contractile 
muscle volume), which can be calculated by subtracting the fat 
volume from the entire muscle volume. FFMV is insensitive to erro-
neous muscle segmentation in boundaries between muscle tissue and 
surrounding intermuscular adipose tissue (as intermuscular adipose 
tissue consists of voxels with high percentage of fat that are effect-
ively removed from FFMV through the 50% threshold).

MFI was measured as the fat fraction in the “viable muscle 
tissue” (FFMV). This is a 3D-volumetric assessment corresponding 
to what is measured when fat fraction is assessed in homogenous 
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appearing muscle tissue using single voxel spectroscopy. MFI has the 
same benefit as FFMV concerning erroneous muscle segmentations.

Details about MRI scanning protocol and image analysis can be 
found in the Supplementary Material.

Inclusion
Nine thousand six hundred and fifteen out of the 10,019 UK Biobank 
participants were included. A  participant was required to have a 
non-zero hand grip strength, and data for FFMV with corresponding 
MFI value of at least one leg. Out of these, 4,586 participants had 
data available from the DXA assessment. Only the DXA subset was 
used for the analyses where data from DXA were included.

Statistical Analysis
To illustrate the need of individualized muscle quantity assessment, 
current sarcopenia thresholds as recommended by EWGSOP2 (hand 
grip strength: 16/27 kg, DXA-measured ALM/height2: 6.0/7.0 kg/m2 
(females/males)) (3), were investigated in different BMI classes: under-
weight (BMI < 20 kg/m2), normal weight (20 ≤ BMI < 25 kg/m2), over-
weight (25 ≤ BMI < 30 kg/m2), and obesity (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2). Further, 
DXA-based ALM was compared to the suggested MRI-based muscle 
quantity measurement (FFMV) through receiver operator character-
istic (ROC) analysis for the detection of low functional performance.

Individualized muscle volume assessment using MRI
To provide basis for individualized sarcopenia thresholds identifying 
lower muscle volumes than expected, a virtual control group (VCG) 
was created for each participant. Each VCG consisted of participants 
of the same sex and within ±2 kg/m2 of the participants’ BMI. If this 
group did not include at least 150 virtual controls, the BMI interval 
was symmetrically and incrementally increased by 0.1  kg/m2 until 
that number was reached. To measure each individual’s deviation 
from expected muscle volume while taking body size into account, 
the FFMV/height2 z-score (number of standard deviations [SDs] from 
mean FFMV/height2) was calculated from the VCG distributions. 
This measure will be referred to as FFMVVCG. To put FFMVVCG in 
the context of other proposed body size adjustments, its BMI correl-
ation was compared to the BMI correlation of the measures obtained 
through division of ALM and FFMV by height2, weight, and BMI.

Association with aging
The associations of FFMVVCG and MFI with age, were compared to 
the associations of FFMV and ALM (both adjusted by division with 
height2, weight, and BMI, respectively) with age through visualiza-
tion, calculation of the 5-year difference in mean, and calculation of 
the 5-year effect size. The inferred rates of change for FFMVVCG and 
MFI (based on cross-sectional data) across the complete age range 
were investigated by applying a 10-year sliding window (step size 
0.5 years) and extracting the slope from the linear regression model 
(predicting age from muscle measurements) fitted to each 10-year 
window. The association between age and inferred rate of change 
was investigated using linear regression.

Associations with functional outcomes and health care burden
To assess the potential value of combined muscle assessment for 
sarcopenia (including both FFMV and MFI) the associations with 
hand grip strength, walking pace, stair climbing, falls, and health care 
burden were investigated. Logistic regression modeling was performed 
using FFMVVCG and MFI as predictors for functional performance in 
the whole cohort. For health care burden, negative binomial regression 

modeling was performed. The associations to health care burden were 
additionally investigated among participants with low ALM/height2 
(EWGSOP2 thresholds, N = 797) and among participants with low 
hand grip strength (EWGSOP2 thresholds, N = 612). All models were 
adjusted for sex and age, and fat distribution/abdominal adiposity 
(by including visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue volumes sep-
arately in each model). Visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue vol-
umes are approximate of the fat mass carried by the thigh muscles and 
highly correlated with weight (excluding the thigh muscles themselves). 
Further, distribution between visceral and subcutaneous fat is associ-
ated with metabolic disorders common in the obesity population such 
as type 2 diabetes and coronary heart disease (11,18–20). For refer-
ence, analyses were repeated using FFMV instead of FFMVVCG.

Diagnostic performance
Logistic regression models were used for prediction of the four func-
tional performance outcomes (low hand grip strength, slow walking 
pace, no stair climbing, and more than one fall last year) using 
(i) FFMV, (ii) FFMVVCG, (iii) MFI, and (iv) FFMVVCG and MFI as 
covariates. The predicted values extracted from these models were 
used as predictors in ROC analysis, and the area under the ROC 
curves with corresponding confidence intervals were calculated for 
comparison of diagnostic performance.

To enable development of sarcopenia thresholds based on combined 
muscle assessment, the fraction of participants with low functional per-
formance for different FFMVVCG and MFI thresholds were calculated.

Associations were considered significant for α < 0.05. 
Computations were performed using R version 3.4.4 (The R 
Foundation, Vienna, Austria).

Results

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the full cohort, females 
and males separately. Supplementary Table S1 shows corresponding 
characteristics in the DXA subset. No significant differences in char-
acteristics were found.

The fractions of participants with low muscle mass (ALM/
height2), low hand grip strength, and the combination of the two 
(EWGSOP2 thresholds) in different BMI classes are shown in 
Figure 1, together with the fraction of participants reporting low 
functional performance (slow walking pace, no stair climbing, 
and more than one fall last year). Application of current thresh-
olds showed decreased sarcopenia prevalence with increased BMI 
(normal weight 4.3%, overweight 1.1%, obesity 0.1%). Contrary, 
the prevalence of low functional performance increased with 
increasing BMI. For example, 1.7% of the normal weight par-
ticipants reported slow walking pace, compared to 9.7% among 
participants with obesity. The same pattern was observed for stair 
climbing and falls. Including only participants older than 65 years 
showed very similar results.

The diagnostic performance for detecting low hand grip strength, 
slow walking pace, no stair climbing, and more than one fall last year 
was similar comparing DXA-based ALM and suggested MRI-based 
muscle quantity measurement FFMV (Supplementary Table S2). The 
correlation between FFMVVCG and MFI was weak (coefficient of de-
termination [R2] 0.13/0.17 females/males; Supplementary Figure S1).

Individualized Muscle Volume Assessment 
Using MRI
Supplementary Figure S2 shows the implications of a threshold appli-
cation to FFMV/height2 compared to FFMVVCG. Threshold application 
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to FFMV/height2 resulted in different percentages of participants 
stratified depending on BMI class. For example, a FFMV/height2 
threshold stratifying 5% of the male participants with obesity at the 
same time stratifies 100% of those with underweight. The percentage 
of participants stratified by threshold application to FFMVVCG instead 
was independent of BMI class: For example, a threshold of −1 SD from 
mean VCG results in stratification of about 15% in all BMI classes.

Figure 2 shows the association between FFMVVCG and BMI in 
comparison to other body size adjustments (Supplementary Table S3 
holds corresponding R2 values). For females, the correlation between 
DXA-measured ALM and BMI (R2 = .378) was of 2.4 times higher 
magnitude than the correlation between MRI-measured FFMV and 
BMI (R2 = .155). Adjusting ALM through ALM/height2 resulted in 
a correlation to BMI of larger magnitude (R2 = .640) than what was 
originally observed. ALM/weight introduced a negative correlation 
to BMI, also with larger magnitude (R2 = .397) than originally ob-
served, and ALM/BMI introduced a negative correlation of similar 
magnitude (R2 = .315). In contrast, the VCG adjustment of FFMV 
(FFMVVCG) effectively normalized the association between muscle 
volume and BMI (R2 = .002/.006 [females/males]).

Associations with Aging
Supplementary Figure S3 shows the associations of FFMVVCG and 
MFI with age in comparison to ALM and FFMV (both adjusted 
by division with height2, weight, and BMI, respectively). FFMVVCG 
showed a negative association to age (average 5-year difference 
−0.19 SD from mean VCG) between ages 47–77  years and MFI 
showed a positive association to age (average 5-year difference 0.40 
percentage points). Average 5-year difference for ALM/height2 was 
−0.098 kg/m2 and the 5-year effect size was −0.11. In comparison, 
the highest 5-year effect size was found for FFMVVCG (−0.21) and 
MFI (0.24). Age associations were significant for all muscle measure-
ments (both DXA-based and MRI-based). Supplementary Material 
presents complete table (Supplementary Table S4).

Supplementary Figure S4 shows the inferred rate of change (based 
on cross-sectional data) for FFMVVCG and MFI in females and males 
across the complete age range. Females showed a decelerated inferred 

decrease in muscle volume (p < .001), whereas the males showed and 
accelerated inferred decrease in muscle volume (p < .001). These re-
sults were similar for FFMV as compared to FFMVVCG. For MFI, 
both females and males showed an accelerated inferred increase of 
MFI (p < .05 and p < .001, respectively).

Associations with Functional Outcomes and Health 
Care Burden
Table 2 presents the results from the statistical modeling investigating 
functional outcomes (hand grip strength, stair climbing, walking pace, 
and falls) and health care burden. Results were overall similar for 
the models including FFMV (without VCG adjustment) and MFI as 
compared to when including FFMVVCG and MFI. The trend was that 
FFMVVCG showed stronger associations to all functional outcomes 
as compared to FFMV, although confidence intervals were partly 
overlapping. The associations of FFMVVCG with hand grip strength, 
stair climbing, and walking pace were significant within the whole 
cohort and females/males separately. For falls however, the associ-
ations with both FFMV and FFMVVCG were nonsignificant within all 
groups. The associations between MFI and all functional outcomes 
were significant within all groups with exception of the males, where 
the associations with stair climbing and falls were nonsignificant.

The results for health care burden showed differences between 
females and males. For females, muscle volume was more strongly 
associated with health care burden. With this exception, the associ-
ations with health care burden were nonsignificant when including 
FFMV and strengthened by the VCG adjustment. When including 
FFMV, a higher MFI was positively associated to health care burden 
within all groups (whole cohort, females, males, and for partici-
pants with low ALM/height2, and participants with low hand grip 
strength). Applying VCG adjustment resulted in similar associations 
between health care burden and MFI.

Diagnostic Performance
Table 3 presents results from the ROC analysis investigating diagnostic 
performance for detection of low functional performance. Between 
FFMV and FFMVVCG, diagnostic performance was comparable for hand 

Table 1. Characteristics Summarization of the Full Cohort, Females and Males Separately

All Females Males

N participants 9,615 5,046 4,569 
Age, years 62.60 (7.50) 61.87 (7.34) 63.41 (7.59) 
Weight, kg 75.55 (14.77) 68.68 (12.91) 83.14 (12.84) 
Height, m 1.69 (0.09) 1.63 (0.06) 1.76 (0.06) 
Body mass index, kg/m2 26.64 (4.37) 26.24 (4.76) 27.08 (3.85) 
Waist circumference, cm 87.29 (12.04) 81.91 (11.32) 93.24 (9.82) 
Appendicular lean mass/height2, kg/m2 7.34 (1.23) 6.55 (0.85) 8.24 (0.94) 
Hand grip strength, kg 31.25 (10.51) 24.02 (5.96) 39.24 (8.46) 
Fat-tissue free muscle volume, L 10.34 (2.57) 8.36 (1.18) 12.54 (1.77) 
Fat-tissue free muscle volume/height2, L/m2 3.57 (0.62) 3.14 (0.37) 4.05 (0.48) 
Muscle fat infiltration, % 7.41 (1.86) 7.93 (1.85) 6.83 (1.69) 
Visceral adipose tissue volume, L 3.68 (2.21) 2.63 (1.51) 4.84 (2.28) 
Abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue volume, L 7.01 (3.19) 8.05 (3.41) 5.85 (2.46) 
N hand grip strength < 16/27 kg (females/males) 612 (6.37%) 338 (6.70%) 274 (6.00%) 
N flights of stairs climbed = None 758 (7.88%) 385 (7.63%) 373 (8.16%) 
N usual walking pace = Slow 420 (4.37%) 241 (4.78%) 179 (3.92%) 
N falls last year > 1 457 (4.75%) 291 (5.77%) 166 (3.63%) 

Note: For continuous variables, mean and standard deviation is show. Appendicular lean mass assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) (available 
for N = 4,586 participants), fat-tissue free muscle volume, muscle fat infiltration, visceral adipose tissue volume, and subcutaneous adipose tissue volume assessed 
by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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grip strength and number of falls but significantly higher for FFMVVCG 
for stair climbing and walking pace. The diagnostic performance using 

MFI in comparison to FFMVVCG was generally higher for walking pace 
and falls and comparable for hand grip strength and stair climbing. 
Combining FFMVVCG and MFI generally resulted in the highest diag-
nostic performance for all functional outcomes.

In Supplementary Material, sex-specific threshold tables for 
FFMVVCG and MFI with descriptions of functional performance 
associated to each threshold (Supplementary Tables S5–S8) can be 
found. Supplementary Table S9 shows FFMV/height2 values for each 
BMI and FFMVVCG threshold value presented in Supplementary 
Tables S5 and S7.

Discussion

This study provided basis for BMI-invariant muscle quantity as-
sessment and investigated the value of combined muscle assessment 
(FFMV and MFI) for sarcopenia assessment. There were three key 
findings. First, the application of virtual control groups, resulting 
in FFMVVCG, effectively normalized the association between muscle 
volume and BMI (R2 = .002/.006 [females/males]) and strengthened 
the link with functional outcomes. Second, MFI and FFMVVCG were 
weakly correlated (R2  =  0.13/017 [females/males], and both were 
significantly associated with hospitalization, muscle function [hand 
grip strength], and mobility function [stair climbing, walking pace, 
and falls]). Lastly, MFI was consistently more strongly associated 
with outcomes and the addition of MFI to FFMVVCG strengthened 
the link to functional outcomes resulting in the highest diagnostic 
performance for detecting low functional performance.

Today’s sarcopenia definitions are highly BMI-dependent, 
complicating diagnosis across BMI classes and hindering detec-
tion within obesity. This study showed that none of the previously 
proposed body size adjustments (division by height2, weight, or 
BMI) normalized the correlation between muscle quantity (ALM 
or FFMV) and body size. In fact, ALM/height2 introduced a BMI 
correlation of larger magnitude than before and division by weight 
or BMI introduced negative BMI correlations, with larger/similar 
magnitudes than before. In contrast, VCG adjustment (FFMVVCG) 
showed an effective normalization of body size enabling BMI-
invariant assessment for sarcopenia detection, and opening up the 
possibility to properly address sarcopenia across all BMI classes, 
also within overweight/obesity. Few, if any, studies on sarcopenia 
have controlled whether the application of a body size adjustment 
actually achieved normalization as intended, which might have 
caused misinterpretation of results. The rationale behind adjusting 
muscle volume for body size is the fundamental correlation be-
tween the two caused by the natural response of the body to in-
crease muscle volume as a reaction to increased body weight. In this 
study, MFI was not adjusted for body size because higher MFI is, 
in contrast to higher muscle volume, weakly correlated with body 
size and is associated with lower functional performance and poor 
outcome (8,21,22).

The VCG adjustment was preferred over, for example, adjusting 
using residuals (23) as the VCG adjustment is nonparametric and re-
stricts the data used for prediction to individuals similar to each spe-
cific patient, hindering extrapolation of associations and lowering 
the effect of approximation in intervals where data is sparse (20). 
The reason for the effectiveness of the VCG adjustment is that it 
takes the specific distribution of FFMV/height2, for each BMI value, 
into account. In addition to the effective normalization, the VCG ad-
justment further strengthened the link between muscle volume and 
both functional outcomes and hospital nights. This indicates a higher 
clinical relevance of assessing the deviation from an individual’s ex-
pected muscle volume instead of direct muscle volume.

Figure 1. Fraction of participants with low appendicular lean mass and/or 
low hand grip strength for sarcopenia detection (EWGSOP2), and fraction of 
participants reporting low functional performance across BMI classes. Hand grip 
strength thresholds: 16/27 kg (females/males), appendicular lean mass/height2 
(ALM/height2, assessed by DXA) thresholds: 6.0/7.0  kg/m2 (females/males).

Full color version is available within the online issue.
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Table 2. Multivariable Statistical Modeling of Handgrip Strength: Comparing Participants Above and Below 16/27  kg (females/males), 
Walking Pace: Comparing Slow Pace to Steady Average Pace and Brisk Pace, Stair Climbing (flights of stairs climbed last 4 weeks comparing 
none to 1 or more than 1 times a day), Number of Falls: Comparing More Than one Fall Last Year to None or Only one Fall, and Health Care 
Burden: Number of Hospital Nights

Odds ratios Functional 
Outcome Group

Model 1 Model 2

Fat-Tissue Free  
Muscle Volume

Muscle Fat  
Infiltration

Fat-Tissue Free  
Muscle VolumeVCG

Muscle Fat  
Infiltration

Hand grip strength†  
(N = 612)

All 0.63 (0.58–0.68)*** 1.10 (1.04–1.16)*** 0.64 (0.58–0.70)*** 1.11 (1.06–1.18)***
Females 0.59 (0.52–0.67)*** 1.07 (1.00–1.15)*** 0.64 (0.56–0.73)*** 1.08 (1.00–1.16)*
Males 0.65 (0.59–0.71)*** 1.13 (1.04–1.23)*** 0.62 (0.53–0.72)*** 1.15 (1.06–1.25)**

Stair climbing†  
(N = 758)

All 0.90 (0.85–0.95)*** 1.09 (1.03–1.14)*** 0.83 (0.76–0.91)*** 1.08 (1.02–1.13)**
Females 0.82 (0.74–0.92)*** 1.11 (1.04–1.19)*** 0.77 (0.68–0.87)*** 1.09 (1.02–1.17)**
Males 0.92 (0.85–0.98)* 1.04 (0.97–1.12) ns 0.87 (0.77–0.99)* 1.04 (0.97–1.12)ns 

Walking pace†  
(N = 420)

All 0.75 (0.69–0.82)*** 1.27 (1.20–1.35)*** 0.67 (0.60–0.76)*** 1.26 (1.19–1.34)***
Females 0.61 (0.53–0.71)*** 1.22 (1.13–1.32)*** 0.66 (0.56–0.77)*** 1.22 (1.13–1.32)***
Males 0.84 (0.76–0.93)** 1.33 (1.21–1.45)*** 0.68 (0.56–0.82)*** 1.30 (1.19–1.43)***

Number of falls†  
(N = 457)

All 1.03 (0.95–1.11) ns 1.13 (1.06–1.19)*** 1.06 (0.96–1.18)ns 1.13 (1.07–1.20)***
Females 1.03 (0.92–1.16) ns 1.15 (1.07–1.24)*** 1.05 (0.92–1.20)ns 1.16 (1.08–1.24)***
Males 1.02 (0.92–1.12)ns 1.07 (0.96–1.18)ns 1.08 (0.90–1.29)ns 1.08 (0.96–1.19)ns 

Health care burden†† All 0.96 (0.91–1.01)ns 1.10 (1.04–1.16)*** 0.91 (0.84–0.99)* 1.09 (1.03–1.15)**
Females 0.88 (0.80–0.96)** 1.08 (1.02–1.16)* 0.85 (0.77–0.94) ** 1.07 (1.00–1.15).
Males 1.02 (0.95–1.09) ns 1.11 (1.03–1.20)** 0.98 (0.87–1.11)ns 1.11 (1.03–1.19)*
Low ALM/ height2 1.09 (0.79–1.49) ns 1.28 (1.06–1.56)* 0.79 (0.52–1.21)ns 1.21 (0.99–1.47)
Low hand grip strength 0.98 (0.81–1.20) ns 1.14 (1.00–1.30)* 0.80 (0.61–1.04). 1.10 (0.97–1.26)ns

Note: Values are odds ratios and associated confidence intervals. Models adjusted for (sex), age, visceral adipose tissue volume, and subcutaneous adipose tissue 
volume. Low ALM/height2 (ALM, appendicular lean mass assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA)) defined as below 6.0/7.0 kg/m2 (females/males); 
Low hand grip strength defined as below 16/27 kg (females/males) [3] †Logistic regression, ††Negative binomial regression. Level of significance:. p < .01, *p < .05, 
**p < .01, ***p < .001, ns = Nonsignificant; VCG = Virtual control group.

Figure 2. Sex-specific associations between fat-tissue free muscle volumeVCG (FFMVVCG) and BMI in comparison to other body size adjustments. BMIbins with 
less than 25 participants removed. ALM = Appendicular lean mass (assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry [DXA]); F = Females; FFMV = Fat-tissue free 
muscle volume; M = Males; SD = Standard deviation; VCG = Virtual control group.
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The older population presented with lower muscle volumes 
(FFMV and FFMVVCG) and higher MFI. At the same time, FFMVVCG 
and MFI were weakly correlated indicating that the inferred de-
crease in muscle volume was not due to an inferred increase in 
MFI and that both FFMV and MFI could hold unique information 
that may help explain age-related wasting. There were clear differ-
ences between females and males when investigating inferred rate of 
change for muscle volume and MFI. Although conclusions cannot 
be drawn based on these results (as the data is cross-sectional), they 
indicate that the age-related wasting in general is more accelerated 
in males as compared to females. These results need to be replicated 
in a longitudinal study.

Comparison between DXA-measured ALM and MRI-measured 
FFMV showed similar diagnostic performance for detecting low func-
tional performance. However, FFMVVCG and MFI were both more 
strongly associated with outcomes with the best diagnostic perform-
ance consistently observed for MFI. Further, FFMVVCG and MFI both 
were associated with hospitalization and low functional performance, 
indicating they can be used as complimentary information providing 
clinically meaningful descriptions of muscle composition and that there 
is additional value in measuring MFI to describe muscle composition 
in greater detail. This was further strengthened by the results on diag-
nostic performance for detecting low functional performance, where the 
combination of FFMVVCG and MFI resulted in the highest diagnostic 
performance for all outcomes. The most notable difference between 
FFMVVCG and MFI was the association with falls, where the association 
with MFI was positively significant but with FFMVVCG nonsignificant. 
This association with MFI may reflect a neurological link connected to 
balance and/or motor function—muscle fat has been shown to increase 
with the progression of neuromuscular disorders (24).

The only exceptions where FFMV or FFMVVCG proved a better 
predictor as compared to MFI were for the health care burden asso-
ciations within the female population and for stair climbing within 
the male population. For health care burden, the differences between 
females and males might be due biological differences or related to 
differences in causes for hospitalization between sexes (although all 

pregnancy-related ICD-10 codes were removed). For stair climbing, the 
differences might also occur due to differences in self-reporting between 
sexes. Differences in self-reporting in general was probably largest for 
walking pace, as the perception of what a “slow,” “steady/average,” 
and “brisk” pace is can be very different. Confounders for self-reported 
stair climbing (flights of stairs climbed) and number of falls last year 
should instead mainly be restricted to memory and misreporting.

The coupled description of decrease in muscle volume and increase 
in MFI in the aging population offers a more complete, muscle-specific, 
description of functional decline. Combined muscle assessment for 
sarcopenia (MFI and FFMVVCG) can be performed using a 6-minute 
MRI scan coupled with automated image analysis (13–17), including 
quantification of visceral fat, subcutaneous fat, and liver fat, allowing 
complete wasting assessment. Today, this is a solution available also 
outside the image processing research community. Such assessment re-
sults in quantifiable, muscle-specific, imaging biomarkers with direct 
links to functional outcomes that might allow objective sarcopenia 
assessment. The standardization and high accuracy and precision 
(13–17) enable close tracking of longitudinal changes and comparison 
over, and between, large cohorts. Today, MRI is not readily available 
to detect sarcopenia at population scale and is not suitable as first 
sarcopenia assessment due to limitations in cost and access. Sources 
of cost are, for example, the scanning time and laborious manual seg-
mentation of anatomical regions. However, the rapid development of 
fast and standardized MRI protocols and automated segmentation 
techniques might be the start of changing this. In the future, screening 
could be used to decide what patients might benefit from an MRI 
examination for detection and tracking of progression.

We make no recommendation of suitable thresholds for FFMVVCG 
and MFI. Instead, a basis for defining thresholds to identify indi-
viduals with a low muscle function due to abnormally low muscle 
volumes (FFMVVCG) and poor muscle quality (MFI) was provided. 
Since FFMVVCG are body size-adjusted FFMV values, a lookup table 
showing what each FFMVVCG threshold value corresponds to in 
FFMV (per BMI value) was provided. UK Biobank consists mainly of 
Caucasians and has low prevalence of underweight. Hence, the results 

Table 3. Diagnostic Performance of Muscle Measurements for Detecting Low Functional Performance (hand  grip strength: comparing 
participants above and below 16/27 kg (females/males), Walking Pace: Comparing Slow Pace to Steady Average Pace and Brisk Pace, Stair 
Climbing (flights of stairs climbed last 4 weeks comparing none to 1 or more than 1 times a day), and Number of Falls: Comparing More 
than One Fall Last Year to None or Only One Fall)

ROC 
Functional Outcome Group

Fat-Tissue Free Muscle  
Volume (FFMV) FFMVVCG

Muscle Fat  
Infiltration (MFI) FFMVVCG + MFI

Hand grip strength 
(N = 612)

All 0.62 (0.59–0.64) 0.65 (0.63–0.68) 0.62 (0.60–0.65) 0.67 (0.65–0.69)
Females 0.65 (0.62–0.68) 0.65 (0.62–0.68) 0.63 (0.60–0.66) 0.67 (0.64–0.69)
Males 0.71 (0.68–0.74) 0.66 (0.63–0.69) 0.62 (0.59–0.66) 0.67 (0.64–0.70)

Stair climbing 
(N = 758)

All 0.48 (0.46–0.50) 0.59 (0.57–0.61) 0.59 (0.57–0.61) 0.60 (0.58–0.62)
Females 0.57 (0.54–0.60) 0.61 (0.58–0.64) 0.63 (0.60–0.65) 0.64 (0.61–0.67)
Males 0.55 (0.52–0.58) 0.57 (0.54–0.60) 0.57 (0.54–0.60) 0.58 (0.55–0.61)

Walking pace 
(N = 420)

All 0.55 (0.53–0.58) 0.66 (0.64–0.69) 0.75 (0.72–0.77) 0.76 (0.74–0.78)
Females 0.55 (0.51–0.59) 0.65 (0.61–0.69) 0.76 (0.73–0.78) 0.76 (0.73–0.79)
Males 0.56 (0.51–0.61) 0.68 (0.64–0.72) 0.74 (0.70–0.78) 0.76 (0.72–0.80)

Number of falls 
(N = 457)

All 0.55 (0.53–0.58) 0.53 (0.50–0.55) 0.61 (0.58–0.64) 0.61 (0.58–0.64)
Females 0.51 (0.48–0.55) 0.53 (0.49–0.56) 0.62 (0.58–0.65) 0.62 (0.58–0.65)
Males 0.51 (0.46–0.55) 0.53 (0.48–0.57) 0.57 (0.52–0.61) 0.57 (0.53–0.61)

Values are area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves with associated confidence intervals. Predictors were the predicted values extracted 
from four logistic regressions predicting the functional outcomes using (i) fat–free muscle volume/height2 (FFMV/height2), (ii) FFMVVCG, (iii) muscle fat infiltration 
(MFI), and (iv) FFMVVCG and MFI. VCG, virtual control group.
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might not be applicable to other ethnicities and/or need adjustment in 
reference values. Another limitation was the self-reported information 
for the functional outcomes. Although the study benefitted from using 
hand grip strength acquired through a gold standard method, results 
should be replicated using other commonly used functional measure-
ments or mobility information gathered through motion sensors.

Conclusion

Adjusting muscle volume for body size using virtual control groups 
strengthens the link between muscle volume and functional out-
comes and enables BMI-invariant sarcopenia assessment, also within 
overweight and obesity. Further, the addition of MFI for combined 
muscle assessment provides a more complete, muscle-specific de-
scription more strongly associated with muscle- and mobility func-
tion enabling objective sarcopenia detection using quantifiable 
imaging biomarkers.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data is available at The Journals of Gerontology, 
Series A: Biological Sciences and Medical Sciences online.
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